Following NAMM and ISE this year, the number of Dante-enabled products available on the market has
surpassed the astounding 1,000 milestone! As the Dante family continues to grow, we would like to take
the time to formally introduce some of the newest Dante-enabled products.
For more information on each of the products listed below, click on the product headers.

Take a look at all of the Dante-enabled products added over the last 90 days by visiting our New
Products page.

Allen & Heath - dLive C Class Series
dLive C Class remains true to the core dLive design mission to create
a digital mixing system that makes the most sophisticated mixing
challenges feel elegantly simple.

Ampetronic - D Series
The D Series represents the global benchmark for digital audio
hearing loop systems.

AMX - Enova DGX Series
The Enova® DGX Digital Media Switchers allow you to take video
from a large number of sources and distribute them to displays across
a building.

ASL Intercom - Enchorus Series
With Enchorus, users can leverage a professional, ﬂexible, and
scalable Dante solution for stage applications, production studios, and
other pro A/V installations.

Attero Tech - unHX2D
The unHX2D is a Dante-enabled HDMI de-embedder/embedder
designed to bridge 2-channel PCM HDMI audio to/from a Dante audio
network.

Biamp - TesiraFORTÉ DAN Series
Tesira is Biamp’s ﬂagship audio and video platform, and a true
Networked Media System — uniting the A and V of the AV industry.
The Dante-equipped (DAN) models allow you to interface with other
audio devices that communicate over Dante.

Bose Professional - ControlSpace EX
The ControlSpace® EX conferencing solution is a Dante™-based
processor and under-table endpoint system designed to streamline the
implementation of conference room audio through seamless
microphone integration, comprehensive connectivity from one DSP
model, and simpliﬁed software conﬁguration

Clear-Com - Eclipse HX Series
Eclipse HX-Omega, -Median, and -Delta Matrices provide an ultra-fast,
ﬂexible and scalable communications backbone for point-to-point and
conference communications, supporting thousands of user
connections on a networked, 64-matrices system.

DiGiCo - SD12
The SD12 is set to raise the bar in terms of what users will now expect
from a compact, affordable, multi- application digital console.

Extron Electronics - AXI 44T & 22T
The Extron AXI 44T and 22T are quarter rack width audio interfaces
for integrating four mic/line sources onto a Dante™-enabled audio
system.

Ferroﬁsh - A32 DANTE
The intuitive operating concept and the redundancy options, as well as
the multiple submix and routing possibilities, make the A32 DANTE an
ideal component of every Dante interconnected system.

JBL - Intonato 24
The JBL Intonato 24 Monitor Management Tuning System provides
easy setup, automated calibration and comprehensive control of
professional monitoring systems.

Lynx Studio Technology - Aurora (n)
Series
The Aurora (n) line of A/D and D/A converters deﬁnes a major leap
forward in the performance level, ﬂexibility, channel count and features
available in the converter/interface market.

MC2 Audio - Delta Series
Delta Series offers the assurance of MC2’s highest quality audio power
amp technology with future prooﬁng via the inclusion of simple to use
digital audio networking.

MONACOR - WALL-05DT
The MONACOR WALL-05DT Dante speaker is particularly suitable for
commercial applications in the professional sector.

Powersoft - Quattrocanali Series
This new 1RU four-channel ampliﬁer platform packs a serious punch,
delivering crisp sound and sustained output volume, making it ideal for
applications such as bars, restaurants, retail outlets and ﬁtness
centers.

RAM Audio - V Series

RAM Audio - V Series
RAM Audio's new V Series amps devices feature two or four channel
models, ready for rough handling in the touring world.

RTS - ROAMEO
ROAMEO from RTS is a professional, easy-to-use and future-proof
wireless intercom solution.

Sennheiser - Digital 6000
Sennheiser's ﬁrst digital two channel solution in one rack. As precise
as the top-of-the-range wireless Digital 9000.

Shure - IntelliMix P300, ANIUSB-MATRIX
and ANI22
The IntelliMix P300 Audio Conferencing Processor offers IntelliMix
DSP algorithms optimized for audio/video conferencing applications.
The ANIUSB-MATRIX USB Audio Network Interface complements the
existing ANI4IN, ANI4OUT, and ANI22 products.
The ANI22 device can bring up to two line / mic signals onto or from a
Dante network for easy audio routing and convenient browser-based
remote control.

Studer - D23m Digital I/O System
D23m serves as a scalable, modular I/O frame providing cost-effective
inputs and outputs with maximum ﬂexibility while maintaining the wellknown Studer sound quality.

TASCAM - SS-R250N and SS-CDR250N
The SS-CDR250N and SS-CDR250N are networkable solid-state/CD
recorder/players with a variety of remote control options for

professional applications like in broadcast studios or ﬁxed installations.

Visionary Solutions - PacketAV Duet
PacketAV™ DUET is nothing short of a paradigm shift for networked
AV. True convergence is ﬁnally here; a single platform to support
Dante™ & Video over IP.
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